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Decisive actions have been taken by politicians to restore confidence and liquidity in banking

markets: injection of capital and guarantees on interbank loans. Ironically, from a competitive race

to bottom capital ratios leading to the Basel I minimum capital regulation in 1988, the banking world

is now competing in a race to higher capital ratios. To restore confidence and improve the

competitive positioning of their home financial markets, much larger capital ratios were imposed

first in the United Kingdom, rapidly  followed by continental EU countries, United States, and

Switzerland. Political leaders are now calling an international conference for a new international

financial order and some favor the creation of a supranational supervisory body.

As some of these issues, capital adequacy and supranational supervisor, have been studied in the

past, in particular in the context of the European single market created in 1992, it is first useful to

summarize the findings of this literature. Next, we make concrete proposals for a new international

financial order.

Two main findings in the literature are as follows. 

1. As capital is costly, it may lead to higher credit risk-taking. The reason is that safe borrowers will

refuse to pay the higher cost of bank loans, moving to alternative sources of funds. Banks will end

up financing a riskier loan portfolio. Raising capital in the last few weeks was useful to restore

confidence, but let us remember that the origin of the crisis was not a shortage of capital, but a

liquidity crisis (CDOs funded with short term commercial paper).  In the new international financial

order, one needs liquidity regulation, not excessively high capital ratios. A second source of the crisis

was the existence of large and complex financial institutions (LCFI).  Benefitting from implicit

public  guarantees, they were allowed to grow. A new international financial order needs to regulate

better liquidity and question the existence of LCFIs. Raising capital too much can have unintended

consequences. 
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2. Supranational supervisor

A main benefit of a supranational supervisor is to deal with cross-border externalities. It can

internalize the costs on other countries arising from the default of an international bank. However,

it faces a tremendous hurdle: since taxpayers’ money is domestic, domestic authorities responsible

for financial stability want to keep control of the risks taken by home institutions. A matching

principle must exist between the insurance/bailing out function and the supervision of risks. The

creation of an international supervisor will not eliminate the need for domestic authorities. For

example, the UK and USA will not surrender their right to supervise domestic financial institutions

when they are in charge of financing a bail out. This reasoning has led New Zealand, with a banking

system 90%-controlled by Australian banks, to call for stand alone, independent subsidiaries that can

be controlled by the NZ supervisor.  In addition, does one need an additional international structure,

when the IMF, with its country Financial Sector Assessment Programme (FSAP ), the BIS, the  ECB,

or the OECD already spend public resources monitoring international  financial markets?

If the existence of a supranational supervisor is premature when ministries of finance are run at the

country level, and if capital ratios are not the panacea, what can be done to reduce the risk of a crisis?

First, one needs better supervision, with a better balance between banks, politicians and supervisors.

Moreover, one needs to increase the   accountability of civil servants. How many finance ministers

and supervisors have resigned so far?

In our opinion based on the repetition of crises (the hedge funds, the internet bubble, the subprimes),

public control will not be good enough to limit the risk of a crisis. One needs to increase significantly

the incentives of the  private sector to control risk. If banks’ shareholders have suffered from the

crisis, it is a fact that most debt holders did not suffer at all, because of the blanket guarantee or

capital injection given by public authorities.  To raise significantly private incentives to control risk,

debt holders must be at risk when they finance a financial institution.  The LCFI and too-big-too-

complex to fail doctrine must be abandoned.  As the default of Lehman Brothers has made clear, one

needs a special bankruptcy system for financial institutions. It must meet three criteria for excellence:

closure followed by a rapid resolution to maintain liquidity in the market, the legal means to force

rapidly a swap of equity for debt claims, and, finally a transparency on the exposure faced by

counterparties. The last point is important to re-assure markets that there will not be a domino effect,

the default of one counterparty having limited effect on others institutions. The acid test in the new

international financial order will be met by a positive answer to the following question: can a large

institution go bankrupt? If the answer is no, we will be back to a system of implicit guarantee, letting
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large institutions grow while the control of risks is left solely to public supervisors. If the answer is

yes, debt holders will care about risk, and the pressure will increase on auditing firms and rating

agencies to do a proper job. 

Cynics will say that politicians, at the bottom in national polls a few weeks ago, are seizing the

momentum, surfing on the crisis with their  proposal for a series of international conferences on the

new international financial order. The exceptional magnitude of the crisis raises of course the need

to analyze what went wrong, so that errors will not be repeated. However, one should avoid an

unnecessary costly regulatory burden. One should not confuse regulation of liquidity with capital

regulation. One needs to raise accountability in public supervision. Finally, one needs a special

bankruptcy system for banks. It is only when the debt of large institutions is at risk, that proper

private incentives will exist to limit risk-taking. The too-big-to fail doctrine must be abandoned.  


